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Man-Machine System Simulation for Flight Vehicles* 
STEVE E. BELSLEYt 
S ummary- A procedure for conducting a meaningful simulation 
of a man-machine system is presented and illustrated by various 
specific examples. The relationship of the various types of simulators 
to their use is outlined and desirable detailed characteristics are 
delineated. The tradeoffs between simulator complexity, realism 
and the interrelation of various feedback sensing cues (motion, 
visual or tactile) are discussed and the necessity of validating th e 
simulation by use of a variable stability and variable control system 
aircraft is noted. It is shown that as the problem to be studied 
becomes more complicated or the questions asked of the simulation 
become more quantitative, the simulator characteristics must 
become more flight-like, since in the last analysis the best place 
to ask the question is when the pilot and the vehicle are immersed 
in the true environment (i.e., flight ). 
I ' TRODUCTION 
I A Y Y TEM that is to be operated by man the ystem element being controlled must respond in orne de ired manner to the man's (operator's) 
wi he . In addition, some restraint must be placed on 
the characteristics of the controlled y tem so that it 
will not destroy the operator. To guarantee these necessary 
properties of the integrated system, it is desirable to 
as e at the earliest po sible stage of the design the 
effectiveness and compatibility of man's control over 
the system. 
Thi compatibility can be inve tigated both analytically 
and experimentally. A in rno t engineering activitie , a 
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combination of techniques is most appropriate. However, 
analytical predictions are limited in their scope to only 
a few of the many ta ks involved in man-machine systems 
(e.g., tracking operations), so an empirical approach is 
inevitably the primary technique used when overall system 
evaluation involving may part tasks are required. till, 
analytical studies of man-machine systems are handy 
adjuncts to a predominantly empirical program, especially 
in initial planning and during the final stages of data 
interpretation. Such studies are particularly helpful in 
the original identification of potential problems. 
The ideal experimental approach, in application, re-
quires control of the proce s to be studied to the extent 
that one can ystematically define problem areas, identify 
significant variables, and a sess the effect of these vari-
ables on the over-all ystem and its degree of accept-
ability. For man-machine sy tem studies involving 
complex machines and diverse ta ks, this ideal experi-
mental approach is difficult to attain. The most fruitful 
way out of many difficulties introduced by the over-all 
complexity is the use of highly killed experts as the 
active human element in the ystem--thereby introducing, 
as it were, an additional experimenter into the actual 
experimental situation. This procedure has some serious 
practical and theoretical deficiencies, but the e are more 
than off et by the expanded cope of experimental 
activity. E pecially in flight vehicle ystems, the use of 
expert pilots as measuring and problem defining "in-
trument "i time honored, and has been the main way 
the man-machine compatibility problem for such vehicles 
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has been attacked. This approach will be taken as axio-
matic in what follows. Also to be considered axiomatic 
is the use of physical models to define the response char-
acteristics of the machine. In the flight vehicle field 
this machine model is termed a "flight simulator." These 
simulators have been successfully used for years both as 
experimental devices and as trainer [1], [2]. 
The u e of simulators to aid the designer mu t be 
viewed in the same light as the use of any model, whether 
structural, aerodynamic, or other, to provide the necessary 
information for design purposes while the design deci ion 
are being made. A classical example of this process is 
the technique used by the Wright Brothers in the designing 
of their successful airplane (see Fig. 1). The Wrights' 
testing phase involved testing of models in a wind tunnel 
as well as flying unpowered gliders to investigate the 
pilot control problems. As they uncovered problems 
solutions were worked out and the machine redesigned. 
Here the man-machine problem was solved in full scale 
flight. Today a similar full scale procedure would be 
economically and temporally impossible. 
sing models or simulators expedites the experimental 
approach by replacing the vehicle with analog elements, 
as can be seen by reference to Fig. 2. This block diagram 
also indicates other relationship that must be considered 
during the design proces . In this simulation process we 
must u e man himself as the controlling element-not a 
mathematical representation of him. What we want to 
do is to pre ent the problem to the pilot-experimenter 
in such a form that he can identify and a e its specifics, 
and give us a subj ective rating of his ability to carry 
out the analogous problems in flight [3]. We must be 
able to represent the re ponse characteristic of the 
machine (controlled element) and to vary them at will; 
we mu t also be able to control those factor represented 
by extra vehicular disturbances. The vehicle respon e 
quantities must be fed back to the operator in such a 
DESIRE 
TO 
FLY 
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Fig. I-Technique used by the Wright Brother III de igning 
their airplane. 
Fig. 2-Block diagram of piloted flight simulator. 
fashion a to readily indicate the tatus of the vehicle 
and to provide the necessary cue for conducting the 
required task. These respon e quantities fall in the 
categories of visual, kinesthetic and aural cues. In addi-
tion, the environment stress effect must be included to 
properly repre ent the requirement of the task or mi ion. 
This paper discusses ways of achieving the e ends from 
a general point of view, noting that they must be ba ed 
on use of a highly motivated ubject with experience as 
an experin1ental test pilot to provide the ubjective 
information required. 
PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS 
In designing vehicle that are to cope with large varia-
tions in the operating environment, uch as aircraft or 
spacecraft, it is neces ary to consider the effect on the 
human pilot of the variation of the vehicle' respon e 
characteristics over its operating envelope. To decide 
whether the ere ponse characteri tics are acceptable from 
the pilot's standpoint, they must be interpreted in terms 
that can be applied directly to the human. This is accom-
pli hed in a rough sort of a way by con idering the vehicle 
respon e characteristics as functions of time and expre ing 
the response characteristics in terms of tho e quantitie 
that directly affect the pilot's a sessment of the motion. 
These include such things a angular and linear accelera-
tions, rotational velocities, etc., as well a the timfl 
dependence of the motions and the interactions of all 
the forces imposed on the pilot. For example, the long-
itudinal stick-fixed response characteri tics of an aircraft 
are approximated by a fourth-order con tant-coefficient 
linear differential equation. This equation de cribes mo-
tions which are ordinarily the combination of two oscilla-
tions, 0 it can be factored into two econd-order equations 
which can be expressed in terms of gains, natural fre-
quencies and damping ratio . These latter quantitie are 
the actual dynamic descriptor of the vehicle. Generalized 
experimental and/ or analytical determinations of the 
allowable range of these factors for various task have 
built up a body of knowledo-e that enables the de igner 
to predict whether the expected operation of his vehicle 
is close to or far away from regions of unacceptability 
and to pot the vehicle characteristics on a diagram of 
the type shown below. This approach has led to definitions 
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of flying qualities requirements on a tatic and dynamic 
parameter basis [4J-[lOJ. 
If, for all expected condition , the characteristics of the 
vehicle are in a good area well away from the unacceptable 
boundary, then adequate performance is as ured and 
there i no need to conduct further simulation; however, 
if the expected characteristics are close to a boundary, 
then the preci e task to be performed by the pilot mu t 
be considered before the location of the boundary can 
be determined. In other word , the general shape of the 
boundaries can be determined from a imulation and 
analysis of the problem on a generalized task basis but 
preci e definition of boundaries i dependent on the exact 
task expected. So, in those ca e where comparable opera-
tional experience exists, or prior simulation has defined 
or mapped the regions of acceptable or unacceptable 
behavior, simulation should be used with an objective 
mind to investigate those areas of operation where 
predicted operation indicates expected concern. Otherwise, 
only the general shape of the boundaries can be de-
termined from simulation of the problem on a generalized 
task basi. 
BASIC TECHNIQUE 
In tho e ca es where a simulator is to be used to define 
new problem areas, or to investigate old problem areas 
under a ne\v ta k definition, the problem must be set 
up so that a logical attack can be made. This requires 
that the formulation of the problem should provide 
fidelity of the dominant interrelationship of all active 
element including the human operator. The overall 
objectives of the problem should fir t be clearly tated. 
From these objectives the experimental team composed 
of the designer and the operator will be able to determine 
the area of application of the re ult and the de ired 
nature of the results (whether qualitative or quantitative). 
These con iderations lead to an indication of the task 
complexity required to define the problem and of the 
type of simulator that must be used. 
It has been found pos ible to correlate the type of 
results and the application of the e re ults with the 
complexity of the ta k required to provide propel' evalua-
tion and with the simulator complexity. This correlation 
has been made in a paper by Cooper [IJ and is presented 
in slightly modified form in Table 1. If the table i entered 
knowing the use or application required of the re ults 
as well a the type of results (qualitative and/ or quantita-
tive) desired, one may determine the type of a simulator 
(rudimentary, basic or advanced) that is required a 
well as the kind of task that mu t be con idered in order 
to provide a proper evaluation. It is seen that as more 
precise and realistic (in a flight sense) type information 
i required, the more complete must be the simulation 
with the ultimate limit being reached in the actual 
flight situation. 
Following this selection proce s, the actual setting up 
of the simulation must begin. The equation of motion 
defining the kinematic relationship of the ystem must 
be determined. Practical methods of setting up the equa-
tions of motion for use on. analog computers are available 
[11J- [13J. The equipment to provide both the vehicle 
respon e computation and the vehicle reo ponse feedback 
information must be assembled and checked out. At the 
same time the te t procedure is outlined by the de igner 
working with the operator (pilot). Following a response 
check of the analog computational setup, the over-all 
simulation scheme must be validated by the operator 
to bridge the gap between the real life situation and the 
simulator situation. It is at thi point that the real 
worth of the pilot (operator) come. to the fore-for he 
TABLE I 
Cr,As IFrCATlON OF PILOTED SIMuLATORS 
Rudiment.a{'y Basic Advanced 
Application Handling qualities (B. ic o ross determination of trends NIinimum acceptable handling Potentially useful for ('loser defi-
parameter) Defining boundary shapes qualities Dition and solution of operating 
For genf'ral understandinp;, First order interrelationship Operating problems problems. minimum acccpt-
determination of feasibility Cock"i t d ispl,,), dC\'elopmen t Cockpit display ~fTectiveness able handling qualities and 
and problem areas certification aspects 
Results Qualitative Qualitati\'c Quantitative Quantitative 
(Quan titative if suflicient elements of problcm included) (Relatable to night) (Directly applicable to nij(ht) 
Task complexity Generally part task P~rt task Whole task Whole task 
(Pilot initiated short term tasks (Specific operational longer term (Complete mi sion capability) 
involving discrete parts of task including greater pcr-
problem) centage of problem) 
Sophistication and l\linor. ... .. .... .. .. .. )o-Increasing computational complexity and degrees of freedom .. . ... '" .. ... ~Maximum feasible 
realism (Symbolic display) (Basic inst. only) (More complete cockpit inst.) (Most complete representation 
(No motion) (Ext. visual d isplay and motion (Ext. visual display and of vehicle) 
if avail.) mo~ion as required) 
-
Jlfethod of evalua- Subjective pilot opin ion from Primarily subjective pilot opinion Subjecti"e pilot opinion plus Primarily task performance 
t,ion pilot initiated tasks 
I 
from pilot initia.ted tasks task performance. longer term based on faidy complete 
criteria plus subjective pilot 
opinion 
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may be relied on to determine whether the simulation 
as set up reproduces the e ence of the problem to an 
extent ufficient for a meanino-Iul evaluation to be made. 
If neces ary, at thi point modifications to the simulation 
etup or a reduction in objective can be made. Following 
a successful completion of thi process, i.e., the imulation 
is validated, then the outlined test cherne can continue. 
As the simulation test program proceed , the data mu t 
be analyzed on a "how goe. it" ba i by ob ervation 
of the recorded quantities and subjective pilot comments. 
Dr cu TO 
The approach outlined ha been applied to numerous 
studies of flight control problem . Con ideration of the 
various factors involved in the e tudies led to the inter-
relationship of type of imulator and its intended u e 
a delineated in Table 1. This table is, in essence, an 
ab tract of the experience gained during these tudies. 
A more comprehensive tabulation that expands the data 
presented in Table I to include considerations of the 
environmental effect a well a a breakdown of the 
desired and required motion feedback quantities is 
presented in Table II (next page) . 
To illustrate the scope of tbis approach everal examples 
will be covered in sufficient detail to point out some of 
the important interrelationship shown in Table II. 
Increase in Simulator Complexity 
The first series of example to be di cu sed concerns 
the interrelationship between quality of results and 
simulator complexity and reali m. The problem to be 
considered involves the landing of aircraft. It will be 
hown that a the imulation complexity and realism 
are increased, the result increase in quality from Qualita-
tive to Quantitative (applicable to flight). 
Landing Approach Speed Determined : The first study 
[14], reported by White and Drinkwater, was a comparison 
of the carrier-approach speeds as determined from flight 
test and from a pilot-operated simulator. 
The speed u ed in the approach is important ince 
it can influence the way the pilot flys the aircraft and 
hence, from a practical view, can limit the precision with 
which he can control the flight path and his sink-rate 
at touchdown as well as his touchdown point. Research 
in flight on many aircraft has indicated [15J-[24J that 
there are several po ible rea ons why pilot are reluctant 
to make landing approache at peeds below a elected 
speed. These include proximity to the tall, poor vi ibility 
from the cockpit, unsatisfactory tability and control 
characteristics, and inability to control altitude or check 
ink rates satisfactorily. Of the reasons listed, inability 
to control altitude is by far the most prevalent, being 
given for about 70 per cent of the configurations tested. 
As part of a general program to obtain a better under-
standing of the problem, an analog imulator was devised 
to enable a detailed study of some of the factors that 
influence the choice of approach speed. This simulator 
permitted the pilot to maneuver an airplane longitudinally, 
u ing the control stick and throttle as he would in flight, 
and thereby to arrive at a selected approach peed . 
i.mulator evaluation would be comparable with flight 
evaluations only for airplane for which the fliO"ht approach 
speed was limited by ability to control altitude or check 
ink rate, rather than by other factor a vi ibilty from 
the cockpit or adver e tability and control characteri tic . 
The pilot perceived airplane altitude a the vertical 
displacement of a horizontal line on the oscillo cope, 
at a scale of 0.1 in/ ft of displacement. Air peed wa 
indicated on a meter located beside the 0 cillo cope, and 
a tall warning " 'as provided by an audible buzzer that 
ounded continuously at lift coefficients greater than a 
preset value. A second, shorter horizontal line on the 
oscilloscope was available to indicate vertical acceleration 
of the airplane by vertical movement on the display. The 
simulator is hown in Figs. 3 and 4, and the oscillo cope 
display presentation is illustrated in Fig. 5. This arrange-
ment is con idered to be a "rudimentary simulator" in 
the context of Tables I and II. 
It was concluded from this study that the minimum 
comfortable approach speeds for carrier-type landings 
can be determined by the use of a "rudimentary type" 
landing approach simulator which incorporates the basic 
performance parameter of the airplane (lift, drag, weight, 
and thrust) for those cases wherein the flight approach 
speeds were limited by ability to control altitude and 
flight path. Flight test indicate that the approach peed 
so determined must be revised upward if on the aircraft 
any other detrimental factors appear; that i, poor 
stability or control characteristics, re tricted visibility 
from the cockpit, etc. In the simulator evaluation by 
three NACA te t pilots, average approach peeds for 
four airplane configurations were determined which agreed 
with flight values within 3 knots ( ee Fig. 6). 
This illu trates how a sim.ulation with a limited ta k 
(evaluation made on the simulator representing constant 
altitude flight rather than flying down the flight path) 
can yield meaningful information which i comparable 
on a qualitative ba is and ha po ible application, be-
cau e of the ability to validate the simulation, in yielding 
quantitative results. 
Quantitative Landing Parameters Determined : By increas-
ing the complexity of the simulation to increase the 
realism of the situation, it is possible to obtain by the 
use of simulator information ordinarily considered acce -
sible only in actual flight. For instance, uch quantitative 
items as touchdown rate of descent and landing distance 
from runway threshold have been obtained u ing the 
NA A Ames Research Center landing approach simulator 
(Fig. 7). This simulator, with a two place fi.,'Ced-base 
transport-type cockpit, is equipped with a visual display 
that gives a view forward which approximates conditions 
at night during periods of reduced visibility (FiO". 8). 
The runway light pattern represents at all time the 
relative attitude and position of a real life runway (as 
viewed by one eye) as it would be seen from a real air-
craft. The aircraft and instrument response to control 
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T.\BLE II 
LASSll<'IC \1'10:-1 OF :'II \:\-:\ L\CIrI:-IE :::)YSTE\! S DI ULATO RS 
Rudimentary Basic 
Determining l ~t order (;ro~s Handling Qualit~" 
requirements for C'OIl- Tre'IH.b 
tro]Jabilit.\' ,tiJout and of DC'fining Boundary :-;hap(" 
the fligh t path I kterl1lini nil: I "t-order 
Feasibi li ty ~tudi('s of new int<'l'r('lationships b('tw(,(,11 
control probll'll1s and mo(ks of motioll and control 
techn iqu('s or und about the flightpath 
Delineation of potential Cockpit Displa.\' 
:\Iinimum Acceptable 
Handling Qualities 
Defining Operational 
Problems, :\avigationa l & 
C;uidanec 
Cockpit Display 
EfTcctiveness 
control prohlcm ar('as \. I )ev('lopl11rnt 
Results Qualitativr Qualitative Quantitative 
(Relatable to fligh t) 
T ask Complexity 
(Quantitativr if ~uffi('i(,lll e'lcllll'nts of problem inc·luded) 
Generally ]Jart lask 
-- ------
Part task 
( Pilot initiat('d short Lrrl11 
task~ involving dis('r('t(· 
parLs of prolJl{'m) 
Wh ole task 
(~per i fic operationa l longer 
term tasks including greater 
percentage of problem) 
Adva nced 
Over-all operating problems; 
definiti on and solution 
Certi fication problcm; 
defi niti on 
Definit ion of minimum 
acceptable H a ndling 
Qualities 
Display aids analysis 
Quantitative 
( Directly appli cable to fligb t ) 
Whole task 
(Complete mission capabil ity) 
Sophi sticat ion & R ealism :\finor -- ~ Incr('asing to -------------~ Maximum Feasible 
A. Operators 
B. Cockpit Layout 
C. Veh icle response 
representation 
a. Con trolled elemen t 
dy namics & kinematics 
(as rep resented on 
ana log computer) 
IJ. Parameter variation 
c. Extra vebicular 
di sturba nces 
D. Veh ic· le response 
feedback to Operator 
a. visual 
b. kinesthetic 
c. aura l 
Environment-
A. biophysical 
B. psychophysiologi cal 
C. operational 
Method of evuluation 
Pilot (one) 
cha ir-simple contrOIl{'rR 
Complete'. but simplified 
(l ineari zed) and to inc·lltde 
cross-coup led terms (all 1 sL 
order elTerts in ) plus ('ontrol 
~y~tem :lllp;mentation 
fai lures 
yes, systematic' 
as required 
~}'mi>ulic 
--
tacLile-spri np; I'l'strai III 
fixed base 
as requil'(>d 
:\one 
as require'd 
as requirC'd 
Pilot and/or co-piloL 
:lny ('o('kpit with representa-
tive' controllers 
as req uired 
any cockpit with requ ired 
controllers 
('omplctl', pillS '(>('ond-ordpr {'tTed., to increase realism p l u~ 
rcpresenbtiv(> nonlinC'aritirs plus co ntro l system 
augmentation faillll't'" 
Ye's, sy~tcmati(' 
as rcquired 
1l1stl'UIllPllt '-11 0 1'1\ uti or 
sintuiatpd 
proje(·tiun l clep(,lHb Ull 
pl'riplwral J (.a"k 
yes, systematic 
as rcquired 
J nstrumentS-Rimulated 
projection I depends on 
]JC'l'iphl'l'ltl]task but with 
increased field 
of view as 
in \ TFR 
Flight. 
(.acLile-l'l'pt'(·sentative fOl'(,(, f('('dback on controls 
moving hase-muclC's of motion depending on task 
I'cquil'enl(>nt~ 
as required as required 
lIo I'{'quircd 
liS rC'quireu 
as requirC'd 
as required 
as requ ired 
as required 
Subjective' pilot opinion fml11l Primarily 'lIhj('('Liv(' pilot 
pilot initiatpd "pillion frol11 pilot. initial.('d 
~lIhj('('.tiv(' pilot opinion p lus 
Lask performance measures 
ovrr [.ho lon!(('\' term interro!(a[.ion~ i Illerro!!:at ions 
crew as on aircraft 
as on ai rcra ft ; 
controllers designed for joL. 
Complete plus all non-
linearities known. 
R epresents aircraft or 
spacecra ft responses as close 
as possib le plus control 
system augmentation 
fai lures 
not a primary req uirpmen t 
but highly desirable 
as required 
lnstruments as on a ircra ft 
f or max. realism 
projection}as req uired 
peripheral for VFR fligh t 
tactile-expected foree 
feedback 
moving base-as required to 
maximize realism 
complete 
as required 
as required 
as required 
Primarily measured task 
performance crite ria pl us 
subjective pilot opinion 
Air or Spacecraft 
Over-all operating problem; 
de finition a nd soluti on 
Certification questions 
Minimum acceptable 
H and li ng Quali ties 
Display aids evaluation 
Quantitative 
Whole task or whole mission 
Complete 
Complete crew 
complete; cont rollers 
designed for job. 
Basic aircraft cha racter istics 
plus variable dynam ics, 
pi us con trol system 
augmenta tion fa il ures 
on vari able stability aircraft 
onl y 
as required 
Instru ments-prototype 
tactile-expected force 
feedback complete 
complete 
Prima rily measured task 
performance crite ria plus 
SUbjective pilot opinion 
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Fig. 3-Rudimentary simu lator. 
Fig. 4- Physical a rrangement of the rudimentary landing approach 
lmulator. 
Fig. 5-Visual presentation to the pilot in the rudimentary landing 
approach imulator. 
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F ig. 6- Comparison of carrier approach speeds determined from 
flight and from simulator tests. 
Fig. 7- Transport landing simula tor 
Fig. 8-Pilot's view of the instrument panel and runway projection 
in tran port landing simulator. 
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inputs are computed by an analog computer wherein all 
6 degrees of freedom of body motions in response to 
control and disturbances are represented. The pilots 
consider this vi ual pre entation very realistic [1], [24]. 
Comparisons of data taken from a eries of landings 
on the simulator with in-flight data under daytime opera-
tions with normal visibility are shown in Figs. 9 and 10. 
Although the touchdown rates of descent (Fig. 9) as 
measured on the imulator are higher than in flight 
(2.0 fps mean rate compared to 1.9 fps) , the shapes 
of the curves are irnilar and indicate that the difficulty 
of the task has been represented to a fair degree of accuracy 
on the simulator. The data for the comparative longitu-
dinal touchdown points (Fig. 10) indicates good agreement 
as well. Thus, as the sophistication and realism of the 
imulation increa es, it is possible to obtain data of a 
more quantitative nature and if the reali m and accuracy 
is sufficiently great obtain data comparable to the real 
life situation. 
R esponse Feedback Characteristics 
Because the pilot will use all the information available 
to achieve and maintain control of the vehicle, it is 
extremely important to properly represent the re ponse 
feedback quantitie for him. These factors include vi ual 
(instrument ), kinesthetic (tactile and body forces) and 
aural feedback quantities. The use of forces on his body 
to increase realism and to augment the visual cues i 
so important that several examples of the u e of thi 
factor are presented below. 
Motion Feedback that Helps Pilot Control: Two specific 
examples [25] illustrate the helpful effects of motion cue 
which are phased such that they augment rather than 
conflict with visual cues. 
The first example occurred in the tudy of transition 
characteristics for a deflected lip stream VTOL vehicle. 
Fig. 11 shows the range of flight conditions studied, 
from 0 to 55 knots. From wind-tunnel tests, made pre-
viously on the prototype of one flight vehicle itself, the 
variation of angle of attack with airspeed was determined 
for several flap deflection . Any point on any of the 
curve represents a teady level flight condition. The 
upper boundary is fixed by wing tall and control available 
to balance the pitching moment . The lower boundary 
is imposed by the tructural limit of the flap. From 
wind-tunnel results alone, it would be concluded that 
the vehicle could operate anywhere between these bound-
arie . Prior to flight the tran ition was studied using a 
fixed cockpit imulation. The pilot found it very difficult 
or impossible to complete the tran ition. To check whether 
the omi sion of motion cues cau ed thi re ult, the simula-
tion was repeated with pitch and roll motion of the 
cockpit added. With these motion cues, the pilot were 
able to explore the tran ition region and to establish a 
comfortable transition boundary which with the flap 
limit boundary designated a corridor through which the 
aircraft could be flown by careful attention to flaps, 
speed and angle of attack. The gray area wa to be avoided 
becau e it wa too near the upper boundaries to allow 
sufficient control. Sub equent flight experience supported 
the pilots' conclusions regarding this corridor. 
In reviewing the re ults of thi imulation, the need 
for cockpit motion wa readily apparent. Without cockpit 
motion, the transition was very difficult to perform, even 
in the limited three-degree-of-freedom ca e of the longitu-
dinal mode only, becau e of the multiplicity of quantitie 
which had to be monitored. The addition of roll and yaw 
modes and their vi ual indications, to give ix-degree-of-
freedom simulation, made the ta k impo ible and it 
was necessary to add pitch and roll motions to the cockpit 
to achieve sati factory pilot performance. 
A econd example of the effeet of motion feedback can 
be illustrated in some results obtained from the simulation 
of a large tilt-wing vehicle in hover. The study was 
concerned with roll control and the imulation was limited 
to three degree of freedom, including vertical and 
lateral tran lation and roll. The pilot was given the ta ks 
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Fig. ll- Transit ion boundarie 01 deflected slip tream aircraft 
from simulator studies. 
of lifting off into hover, of landing and of moving laterally. 
ome conditions were compared with the cockpit fumd 
and with it moving in roll. A the characteristics became 
wor e, a definite difference appeared, a, shown in Fig. 12 
and 13. Fig. 12 presents representative time histories of 
the roll control position, rolling velocity, and lateral 
velocity for fixed-cockpit imulation, and Fig. 13 hows 
the same quantities for the moving cockpit. The erratic 
movement and larger lateral velocities of th fixed-
cockpit imulation are compared with the more regular 
movements and lower lateral velocitie with the roll 
motion feedback. Even in thi imple ca e, the pilot 
found the added motion cues in roll to be an aid ince 
they gave him a more realistic picture of the onset of 
lateral velocity. He remarked that he foun d it possible 
to remove hi hand from the control tick for brief periods 
of t ime with the moving cockpit and still regain contl'ol-
omething he could not do with the cockpit fixed. 
Thi example illu trates that JL'Ced-cockpit studies alone 
tend to be con ervative. It empha ize that ,,·hen a 
pilot finds he can cope with a short-term stabilization 
problem on a fixed-cockpit simulator the problem can 
probably be considered unimportant. However, when he 
cannot cope with the problem eyen when visual aturation 
is not suspected, serious con ideration must be given to 
increasing the reali m of the imulation to obtain valid 
pilot opinion especially if operation near a boundary 
bet\yeen acceptable and unacceptable region is under 
tudy. Another example [26J of helpful motion feedback 
involved the favorable effect of providing side force and 
roJ[ degrees of freedom in studying the effects of engine 
failure on the ability to control a super onic tran port 
configuration u ing the Ames Be earch Center's five-
degree-of-freedom motion imulator (ee Fig. 14). Al-
though strong visual cues can ub titute in part for 
motion cues as shown in Vomaske, et al. [27J, one must 
proceed with caution since a complete reliance on vi ual 
cues in development of in trument di plays can lead 
to problem when the y tem is evaluated in flight [28J. 
It is considered necessary to provide motion feedback 
at least about the rotational axes when proper representa-
tion of the instrument flight situation i required . 
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1IJ otion Feedback that Deters Pilot Control: In some cases 
the presence of motion cues renders control of the vehi cle 
more difficult even t hough the e motion cue re ult in 
a more reali t ic fl ight ituat ion being pre ented to the 
pilot. This next ection di cu se the e types of problems. 
The ability of the pilot to quickly change the angle 
of bank of an aircraft from one value to another ha been 
a consideration that has e tabli hed the ize of the ailerons 
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TABLE III 
PrLOT OPIl\ION RATING YSTE~1 
I Priman' . ~dj('('tiv(' XumE'riral l\IisRion 
Hating R ating De. cri p ti on Accompl i heel 
.-
--
XOl'lnal I Excellent, includes optimum Yes 
Operation , 'ati~fac1ory 2 
3 
Good, pleasant to Ay Yes 
'ati factory, but with some mildly 
unplea ant characteri tics Yes 
Emcrgenc.'· -+ Acceptable, but with unpl asant 
Operation lJnsati~fadory characteri tics Ye 
5 Unacceptable for normal opcration Doubtful 
6 Acceptable for emergency condition 
only* Doubtful 
No 7 U nacceptahle even for emergency 
Operation Unacceptable condit.ion* IO 
U nacceptable- Dangerous No 
9 Unacceptable-Uncontrollable No 
* Failure of a stability augmenter 
100 and affected the overall maneuverability of an aircraft 
for decades. For this lateral mode it has been determined 
[29] that the equations defining the roll response can be 
approximated by a first-order system with a time constant 
Tn, and a gain L ••. The boundaries defining ranges 
of ati factory, acceptable and unacceptable characteristic 
(the ratings on the boundaries are described by the pilot 
rating schedule given in Table III) can be presented in 
terms of the maximum aileron control power, L •• oam ax , 
and the roll time con tant (see Fig. 15). Special areas 
of concern are at values of L •• oa ,"" :> 10 rad/ sec2 where 
the effects of motion feedback reduce the acceptable 
region. It is surmised that the large angular accelerations 
in roll hinder the pilot's ability to control precisely. 
The overall comparison of the results of the e moving 
simulator texts compared very well with flight results. 
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Another example of conflicting cues occurs in a longitu-
dinal control situation. The control parameters of the 
longitudinal case can be represented by a second-order 
system where the oscillatory roots are defined by wn , 
the undamped natural frequency of the motion, and 
2!'wn, the total damping. Boundaries on this Wn - 2!,wn 
plot, determined from simulator tests [30] using a pitch 
and roll chair, are presented in Fig. 16. Our concern is 
in the region of low damping and high natural frequency 
where the aircraft icon idered en itive to control inputs. 
Here the motion is rapid and has a tendency to throw the 
pilot around the cockpit unless he is adequately restrained. 
For this case adding only angular motion to the visual 
cues gave enough realism in the simulator to yield a 
reasonable correspondence with the flight re ults. 
.1 .2 .3.4 .6.8 I 2 3 4 6 8 10 
Some flight control problems, such as "pilot induced 
oscillations," have as yet not been duplicated on motion 
flight simulators, for as the over-all pilot-airframe system 
approaches the condition of neutral stability, the subtleties 
of all the motion cues plus any control system non-
linearities tend to dominate the problem [31]. When 
regions of sensitive control are suspected, it is always 
TRI sec 
Fig. 15-Comparison of pilot opinion boundaries obtained from 
fixed and moving flight simulators. 
conservative to plan to include motion around the axis 
of the expected control problem. 
It has been shown that the presence of motion cues 
can both help and hinder the pilot in performing his task. 
The use of motion feedback will always increa e the 
realism to the pilot and unload him so that a better 
assessment of the flight task can be made. However, it is 
important to remember that in the use of motion feedback, 
motion artifacts (such as unwanted motion about an 
axi perpendicular to the axi of concern) can compromise 
the problem and decrease the region of acceptability [30]. 
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Fidelity of Control ystem Representation 
Becau e of the importance of tick force feedback in 
indicating to the pilot the well-being of his aircraft, 
tringent requirements have been placed on the tick 
force response characteri t ic both a to variation with 
aircraft condition and with time [--1], [5] . 
F lio-ht test made with a variablc control y tern air-
plane [31] indicate the extreme importance of changing the 
control y tern irrespective of the airframe dynamic . 
This uO'o-e ts two thing: 1) that the over-all respon e 
is the important quantity to represent, and 2) that in a 
imulation the control y tem re pon e both time-wise 
and force-wi e should be faithfully reproduced. Thi is 
why, a indicated in Tabl II, for any other imulator 
than the rudimentary type repre entatiye force feedback 
on the control is n ce ary. 
Failure of stability augmentation y tern can re ult 
in dangerou out of trim condition (hard over failure) 
or divergent oscillatory closed-loop y tern behavior that 
can result in exceeding tructural limitation of the air-
frame before the pilot ha time to adapt to the new 
dynamic ituation [32]. It i therefore extremely important 
to represent the control ystem in all its functional 
complexity 0 transient inherent in the y tern to be 
controlled can be a se ed by the pilot in judging the over-
all controllability characteri tics of the air or space craft. 
ENVIRONME~TAL TRES EFFECTS 
The ta k required of the pilot mu t be analyzed ac-
curately enough to determine if any stre se will be 
impo ed on the pilot which will deoTade hi p rformance. 
From a flight point of view, these tre effect durino-
aerobatic have defined limits on the maximum accelera-
tion that can be imposed on th pilot before he will 
black out and 10 control. In addition, there ha been 
orne suspicion that moderate values of acceleration can 
reduce the pilot' performance capabilities. 
In an NAD Johnsville Human entrifuge imulation 
tudy [33], [34] de igned to inve tigate the effects of large 
values of steady acceleration uch a would be encountered 
during decent from orbiting or translunar flight, it 
wa found that over a certain range of acceleration 
levels the pilot's tracking performance did not decrea e 
appreciably. However, above a certain acceleration value, 
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Fig. 1 - EffpcL of acceleraLion on pilot opinion houndariC' of 
longitudinal handling qualities. 
which depended on the orientation of the acceleration 
vector with 1'e pect to the pilot, a noticeable reduction 
in performance was noted (see Fig. 17). In addition, for 
the longitudinal control ca e, the presence of a moderate 
acceleration vector (about 7 g) reduced the acceptable 
controllability region (ee Fig. 1 ) compared 'with the 
I-g ca e. Thi inve t igation indicated that the method 
of re training the pilot as well as the type of controller 
used could play an important part in the ovcr-all u ability 
of the man-machine y tem. If the body of the pilot 
is not to be upported or restrained against the inertial 
force , then thc position of the body with re p ct to 
such load mu t be repre ented correctly [30]. 
ny untoward effect or re traint on the pilot' opera-
t ion or ability to manipulate the control , i.e., any 
con equence of the nvironment impo ed on the pilot 
uch a pre ure suit configuration, orientation of eat, 
po ition of controls, etc. , should be repre ented if a true 
interaction between the environmental factor and the 
pilot' ability to control the vehicle is to be obtained. 
Each environmental factor uch a biophy ical, p ycho-
physiological and operational mu t be examined to as e s 
the neces ity for providing it in the imulation to enable 
the desired type of conclusion to be drawn. 
CO TCLUDING REMARKS 
A procedure for conducting a meaningful imulation 
of a man-machine ystem has been discu ed. The relation-
ship of the various type of simulator to their u e a 
well a some detailed characteristic have been outlined 
in Table I and II. The variou example given have 
been aimed at showing that as th problem to be studied 
becomes more complicated or the questions a ked of the 
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simulation become more quantitative, the imulator char-
acteri tic must become more flight-like, becau e the 
be t ituation in which to a k the que tion i when the 
pilot and the vehicle are immer ed in the true nvironment 
(i.e., flight). Although to our knowledge the "advanced" 
simulator does not now exi t and may never exist in the 
eyes of the critical pilot, we can provide most of the 
characteri tics de ired by using a imulator such as the 
pre ent Ame Re earch Center's jet tran port training 
imulator, which provide limited motion cab ability along 
with strong visual cues. However, rather than provide 
complete fidelity for all problem , a more sensible attack 
is to provide devices that are re ponsive to certain types 
of mi ion, advanced aircraft, pace vehicle, hovering 
(VTOL) craft, etc., and which will reproduce the dominant 
motions required for the problem at hand. It hould be 
borne in mind that whenever possible use should be 
made of variable stability and variable control ystem 
aircraft (the "ultimate" flight simulator in the research 
sense) to validate the results obtained with the ground 
based equipment. 
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